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*What is a 'zine, you ask? According to The Cambridge Dictionary, it is a small magazine that is produced by one person or a small group of people, and is about a subject they are interested in – derived from the word 'magazine.'

Glean-'zine*: Fun for all ages

Sudoku
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Each of the nine blocks below must contain all the numbers from 1 to 9 

in its squares. Each number must only appear once in its row, column, and 

block. Each row and column must also contain the numbers 1 to 9 without 

repetition or omission (Answers at the bottom of the page).
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Sudoku solutions
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“In pursuit of pigs” word search

Farm funnies
Farmers hear a lot of jokes about sheep.  

They tried to tell them the dog, but he’d “herd” them all!

Why shouldn’t you tell a secret on a farm?  

Because the potatoes have eyes and the corn has ears!

What type of horses only go out at night? Nightmares!

What do you get when a chicken lays an egg on top of a barn?  

An eggroll!

How did the farmer find his lost cow? He tractor down.

Did you hear about the magic tractor? It turned into a field.
What do you call cattle with a sense of humor? Laughing stock.

BERKSHIRE

BRITISH LOP

CHESTER WHITE

CHOCTAW HOG

DUROC

HAMPSHIRE

HEREFORD

IBERIAN

KELE

KUNEKUNE

LACOMBE

LANDRACE

LATVIAN WHITE

LINCOLNSHIRE CURLY COAT

MANGALITZA

MUKOTA

MULEFOOT

OXFORD SANDY

POTBELLY

RED WATTLE

SADDLEBACK

TAMWORTH

YORKSHIRE

A cow conundrum
A farmer has 10 cows, and she needs to separate their pasture so that 

each one is in a separate pen, but she can only use four straight lines 

of fencing to do it (let’s assume that the cows will stand still where they 

are!). Can you figue out where the four fenclines should go? (tip: use 

dried spaghetti or sticks to try out your fenceline placement rather than 

drawing the lines in right away!)


